‘JIOPHONE NEXT’ AVAILABLE FROM DIWALI AT ₹1,999 & EASY EMI

- MADE FOR INDIA, ENABLING MILLIONS TO BENEFIT FROM THE INTERNET

- THE MOST AFFORDABLE ENTRY PRICE FOR ANY SMARTPHONE
  - GET JIOPHONE NEXT AT ONLY ₹1,999
  - PAY THE BALANCE AMOUNT IN ATTRACTIVE EMI

- CREATED WITH GOOGLE
  - POWERED BY PRAGATI OS AN OPTIMIZED VERSION OF ANDROID DESIGNED SPECIFICALLY FOR JIOPHONE NEXT
  - WITH CATEGORY-LEADING FEATURES ON JIOPHONE NEXT
    - EASILY ACCESS AND CONSUME CONTENT IN A CHOICE OF 10 INDIAN LANGUAGES - WITH A TAP OF A BUTTON, NOW TRANSLATE WHAT’S ON THE SCREEN, AND HAVE IT READ BACK IN YOUR OWN LANGUAGE
    - TRANSLATE NOW – TRANSLATE ANY IMAGE OR MOBILE SCREEN (OF ANY APP) INTO YOUR LANGUAGE OF CHOICE
    - READ ALOUD – READ OUT LOUD ANY TEXT ON YOUR MOBILE SCREEN IN YOUR LANGUAGE
    - GREAT CAMERA – BUILT-IN FILTERS AND SUPERIOR NIGHT PHOTOGRAPHY
    - VOICE FIRST EXPERIENCE – GET MORE THINGS DONE BY SPEAKING TO YOUR JIOPHONE NEXT IN YOUR LANGUAGE

- AVAILABILITY
  - REGISTER YOUR INTEREST FOR JIOPHONE NEXT
    - VISIT NEAREST JIO MART DIGITAL RETAILER OR
    - VISIT WWW.JIO.COM/NEXT OR
    - ON WHATSAPP - SEND ‘HI’ TO 70182-70182
  - ON RECEIVING A CONFIRMATION, VISIT NEARBY JIOMART RETAILER TO COLLECT YOUR JIOPHONE NEXT

- PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS AND VALUE PROPOSITION ON WWW.JIO.COM/NEXT
Mumbai, 29th October 2021: Jio and Google announced today that the much-anticipated JioPhone Next, the made-for-India smartphone jointly designed by the two companies, will be available in stores from Diwali, adding to the festival cheer in the country. This will be the most affordable smartphone anywhere in the world with an entry price of only ₹1,999 and the rest paid via easy EMI over 18/24 months.

A unique financing option like this is being introduced for the first time for a device in this category, making it accessible for a much wider set of consumers. With features that are unprecedented in any phone in this category, JioPhone Next will be available across the country at Reliance Retail’s extensive network of JioMart Digital retail locations.

ENSURING EVERY INDIAN GETS EQUAL OPPORTUNITY AND EQUAL ACCESS TO DIGITAL TECHNOLOGY

1. This is the first time, that a phone in the entry-level category is getting a financing option.
2. This makes the entry price extremely affordable and almost equal to a feature phone price.
3. JioMart Digital’s network of more than 30,000 retail partners are empowered to provide the JioPhone Next with paperless digital financing option, extending to the remotest corners of the country, making it geographically accessible to every Indian.
4. JioMart Digital is also empowering these retail partners and enabling them to multiply their sales and profitability through the JioMart digital platform.

Get JioPhone Next at only ₹1999
Pay the balance amount in easy EMI

JioPhone Next can also be purchased upfront without financing for only ₹6499

T&Cs apply
Speaking on the occasion, Mr. Mukesh D Ambani, Chairman & Managing Director, Reliance Industries said, “I am delighted that Google and Jio teams have succeeded in bringing this breakthrough device to Indian consumers in time for the festival season, inspite of the current global supply chain challenges caused by the Covid pandemic. I have always been a firm believer in the power of the Digital Revolution to enrich, enable and empower the lives of 1.35 billion Indians. We have done it in the past with connectivity. Now we are enabling it again with a smartphone device.

Among the many rich features of JioPhone Next, the one that has impressed me the most — and one that will empower common Indians the most and take their digital journeys to the next level — is its contribution to India’s linguistic integration. India’s unique strength is our linguistic diversity. Those Indians who might not be able to read content in English or in their language can get it translated, and even read out, in their own language on this smart device. It makes me proud to say that we are bridging the gap between ‘India’ and ‘Bharat, because ‘BHARAT’ Karega Digital Pragati - PRAGATI OS Ke Saath’.

This is also yet another proof of Reliance’s ‘WE CARE’ philosophy — We Care for the People and We Care for our Customers. I heartily congratulate Sundar Pichai and his team at Google, and everyone in Jio who partnered for offering this wonderful Diwali Gift to our countrymen. Happy Deepawali to one and all.”

Commenting on this milestone, Sundar Pichai, CEO, Google and Alphabet, said, “The JioPhone Next is an affordable smartphone designed for India, inspired by the belief that everyone in India should benefit from the opportunities the internet creates. To build it, our teams had to work together to solve complex engineering and design challenges, and I’m excited to see how millions of people will use these devices to better their lives and communities.”

PRAGATI OS
Pragati, in Indian languages, means ‘progress’. The JioPhone Next is a first-of-its-kind smartphone featuring Pragati OS, an optimized version of Android made for the JioPhone Next, which is tailored to deliver a simplified and delightful experience for users in India. Google and Jio have worked closely to create this OS that is aimed at addressing the unique needs of millions of smartphone users across the country.

JioPhone Next will offer full functionality that one expects from a smartphone, with access to millions of apps available on the Play Store and comes with over the air updates support for new features, customization, security updates and more, which will continue to enhance the phone experience over time.

JIOPHONE NEXT PROCESSOR
The processor comes from another technology leader, Qualcomm. The Qualcomm processor on the JioPhone Next focuses on delivering optimized connectivity and location technologies along with optimizations in device performance, audio, and battery.
SOME DIFFERENTIATED FEATURES OF JIOPHONE NEXT:

Google and Jio have contributed complementary assets and experience to jointly develop the JioPhone Next which has been built to cater to the diverse needs of the Indian consumer.

The embedded voice-first features will enable all Indians to consume content and navigate the phone in their language of choice.

1. **Voice first capabilities**
   Google Assistant helps users to operate the device (Open App, manage settings etc.) by just speaking to it. User can get information/content from Internet easily in a language familiar to them.

2. **Read Aloud**
   The ‘Read Aloud’ functionality enables the user to have any content on their screen read out to them by the device. This allows users to consume content easily by simply listening in their preferred language.

3. **Translate Now**
   The Translate Now functionality enables the user to have any screen translated to the 10 popularly spoken Indian languages. This allows users to read any content in their language of preference.

4. **Easy and Smart Camera**
   JioPhone Next is equipped with a smart and powerful camera that supports various photography modes such as Portrait Mode, allowing users to capture great photos with an automatically blurred background. Night Mode allows users to capture great photos even under low light conditions. The camera also features custom India-themed Lenses to enhance their selfies with emotions and festivities.

5. **Access to millions of apps**
   The device supports all the available Android apps that users can download and use in the device via Google Play, thus giving them the freedom to choose from millions of apps available on the Play Store. It also comes preloaded with a host of Jio and Google apps.

6. **Automatic feature updates**
   JioPhone Next comes with over the air updates support for new features, customization, security updates and more, which will continue to enhance the phone experience over time.

7. **Easily share with friends**
   Quickly share apps, files, photos, videos, music and more with family and friends, even without the internet, using the ‘Nearby Share’ feature.
About Google:
Google's mission is to organize the world's information and make it universally accessible and useful. Through products and platforms like Search, Maps, Gmail, Android, Google Play, Chrome and YouTube, Google plays a meaningful role in the daily lives of billions of people and has become one of the most widely-known companies in the world. Google is a subsidiary of Alphabet Inc.

About Reliance Retail Ventures Ltd (RRVL):
RRVL is a subsidiary of Reliance Industries Ltd and the holding company of all the retail companies within the Group. RRVL reported a consolidated turnover of ₹ 1,57,629 crore ($ 21.6 billion) and net profit of ₹ 5,481 crore ($ 750 million) for the year ended March 31, 2021.

Reliance Retail has adopted an integrated omni-channel strategy and operates a wide array of store formats and digital commerce platforms including JioMart to cater to the daily and occasional needs of the customers across major consumption baskets of Consumer Electronics, Fashion & Lifestyle, Grocery, Pharma and Connectivity. Over the years, Reliance Retail has emerged as the preferred partner to global brands.

Reliance Retail is the largest and the most profitable retailer in India with the widest reach. It has been listed among the fastest growing retailers in the world in the Deloitte's Global Powers of Retailing 2021 index. It is ranked 53rd in the list of Top Global Retailers and is the only Indian Retailer to feature in the Top 100.

About Jio Platforms Limited (JPL):
Jio Platforms Limited (“Jio”), a majority-owned subsidiary of Reliance Industries Limited, has built a world-class all-IP data strong future proof network with latest 4G LTE technology (through its wholly owned subsidiary, Reliance Jio Infocomm Limited). It is the only network conceived and born as a Mobile Video Network from the ground up and supporting Voice over LTE technology. It is future ready and can be easily upgraded to support even more data, as technologies advance on to 5G, 6G and beyond.

Jio will bring transformational changes in the Indian digital services space to enable the vision of Digital India for 1.3 billion Indians and propel India into global leadership in the digital economy. It has created an eco-system comprising of network, devices, applications and content, platforms, service experience and affordable tariffs for everyone to live the Jio Digital Life. As part of its customer offers, Jio has revolutionized the Indian telecom landscape by making voice calls for Jio customers absolutely free, across India, to any network, and always. Jio makes India the highest quality, most affordable data market in the world so that every Indian can do Datagiri.
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